Inwa

1. Sinkyone Fortress (350m); Jetty (350m)
2. Boat to Sagaing
3. Ayeyarwady River
4. Monks' Residence
5. Ticket Waiting Area
6. Horse-Cart Waiting Area
7. Ticket Booth
8. Row of Stupa Ruins
9. Bagaya Kyaung
10. Inwa Lanzou Junction (700m); Trishaws to Inwa Jetty (750m); Ava Bridge (0.6mi)
11. Inwa Lanzou
12. Sinkyone Fortress (350m); Jetty (350m)
13. Paleik (6.8mi)
14. D Sinkyone Fortresse (350m); Jetty (350m)

Map of Inwa showing various landmarks and routes.